Release Date: March 3, 2021

Release Number: 21-2-17-21 2:17

Haro has learned that there is a possibility of the fork steerer tubes cracking on the 2017 – 2020 Masi Evoluzione (all models) and 2017 – 2020 Gran Corsa models. The safety of our products is our first and foremost concern, and while the forks pass all industry standards for safety testing (ISO 4210 and CPSC 1512), in an abundance of caution Haro Bicycles has decided to voluntarily recall these models.

Hazard: The bicycle’s fork steerer tube can break, causing the rider to lose control, fall and suffer injuries.

Remedy: Repair; Replace

Instructions to Consumers:

Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact their local Haro Bicycles dealer for a free inspection, and repair or replacement of the fork and compression plug. Haro Bicycles will furnish all replacement parts required for the repair at no cost.

Your local, authorized Haro | Masi dealer can be located by clicking the link below:
https://harobikes.com/pages/dealer-locator

Consumer Contact: Haro Bicycles at 8-289-4276 from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PT, Monday through Friday, email at info@masibikes.com or online at https://harobikes.com/pages/recalls-notices

Name of Product:

2017 Masi Evoluzione Dura Ace, Evoluzione Ultegra, Evoluzione Ultegra Di2, Evoluzione 105, Gran Corsa bicycles, and Evoluzione Frame Kits

2018 Masi Evoluzione Dura Ace, Evoluzione Ultegra, Evoluzione Ultegra Di2, Evoluzione 105, Gran Corsa bicycles, and Evoluzione Frame Kits

2019 Masi Evoluzione Dura Ace Disc, Evoluzione Ultegra Disc, Evoluzione 105 Disc, Gran Corsa SL bicycles, and Evoluzione Frame Kits (rim & disc models)

2020 Masi Evoluzione Ultegra Disc, Evoluzione 105 Disc, Gran Corsa SL bicycles, and Evoluzione Frame Kits (rim & disc models)
Color Description & Images for Identification: All 2017 - 2020 Masi Evoluzione and Gran Corsa Models

2017 Color Descriptions

2017 Masi Evoluzione Dura Ace – These bicycles are Gloss UD Carbon/Blue/Red
2017 Masi Evoluzione Ultegra – These bicycles are Gloss White/Blue/Red
2017 Masi Evoluzione Ultegra Di2 – These bicycles are Gloss Black/Charcoal/White
2017 Masi Evoluzione 105 – These bicycles are Gloss Black/Blue
2017 Masi Gran Corsa – These bicycles are Gloss Black/Blue/Red

2017 Product Images

![Evoluzione Dura Ace](image1.png)
![Evoluzione Ultegra](image2.png)
![Evoluzione Ultegra Di2](image3.png)
![Gran Corsa](image4.png)
![Evoluzione 105](image5.png)
2018 Color Descriptions

2018 Masi Evoluzione Dura Ace – These bicycles are Gloss TeXtreme carbon/Solar Chrome
2018 Masi Evoluzione Ultegra – These bicycles are Gloss grey/Red-Orange (Roarange)
2018 Masi Evoluzione Ultegra Di2 – These bicycles are Gloss TeXtreme Carbon/Cyan
2018 Masi Evoluzione 105 – These bicycles are Gloss Limpet Blue/Black
2018 Masi Gran Corsa – These bicycles are Brushed Alloy/Black

2019 Color Descriptions

2019 Masi Evoluzione Dura Ace Disc – These bicycles are Chrome / Black (not pictured below)
2019 Masi Evoluzione Ultegra Disc – These bicycles are Teal/Fluorescent Fade/Carbon
2019 Masi Evoluzione 105 Disc– These bicycles are Satin Black/Gloss Red
2019 Masi Gran Corsa SL – These bicycles are Brushed Alloy/Black

2019 Product Images
2020 Color Descriptions

2020 Masi Evoluzione Ultegra Disc – These bicycles are Antracite/Copper
2020 Masi Evoluzione 105 Disc– These bicycles are Matte TeXtreme/Gloss Black
2020 Masi Gran Corsa SL – These bicycles are Brushed Alloy/Black

2020 Product Images

Additional product information can be found at https://archive.harobikes.com

For additional information, call Haro Bicycles toll-free at (800) 289-4276, email info@masibikes.com, or visit the company website at https://harobikes.com/pages/recalls-notices